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Grassmann graphs and Johnson graphs are graphs in which the neighbor of no 
vertex contains 3-claws, and the intersection of the neighbor of two vertices at 
distance 2 is edge regular. We characterize Grassmann graphs, Johnson graphs, a 
quotient of the Johnson graph, Schlifli graphs, and Gosset graphs by the above 
local properties and the additional conditions, without the hypotheses of 
parameters. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Grassmann graphs, Johnson graphs, and a quotient of the Johnson 
graph (7) have been characterized by local properties from [4, 5,6]. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove a characterization of the above 
graphs under more general conditions as follows. 
THEOREM. Let G be a regular and edge-regular graph with diameter 2, 




For three vertices of r, no two of which 
by the vertices joined to all of them is null. 
are joined, the subgraph 
(ii) For two vertices of r, where the distance of them is 2, the subgraph 
induced by the vertices joined to both of them is isomorphic to G. 
Then G is isomorphic to the octahedral graph, or r is one of the following 
graphs; 
(4 K 2,2, . . . . 2 9 that is, the complement of a ladder graph. 
(b) The complement of a strongly regular graph with parameters 
(A+l)(A*+S+S),O, and (A+ l)(A+2). 
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(c) The strongly regular graph with parameters 16, 10, and 8, that is, 
the Schlafh’ graph. 
(d) The Grassmann graphs. 
(e) The Johnson graphs. 
(f) The quotient of the Johnson graph (‘,“) obtained by identifying K 
with s(X- K), where X is the underlying 2k-set, K is a k-set, and s is an 
involution or the identity in Sym(X) having at least 10 fixed points. 
(g) The graph constructed by 56 vertices is as follows; the set of ver- 
tices of the graph is ( p, p’ > v S v S’. S and S’ both are isomorphic to the 
strongly regular graph with parameters 16, 10, and 8. p is joined to all of ver- 
tices of S, and p’ is joined to all of vertices of S’, and for vertex x of S and 
vertex y’ of S’, x is joined to y’ tf and only tf x is not joined to y, and x # y. 
(The mapping from x to x’ is the isomorphic map from S to S’. This graph 
is known as the Gosset graph, or E, (1)). 
The graphs of (b) exist for R = 0, 1. But we do not know whether or not 
the graphs of (b) exist for 2 > 1. 
I received advice from A. E. Brouwer that when G is isomorphic to the 
octahedral graph, then r is a quotient of the bipartite half graph of the 
Hamming scheme H(n, 2). 
2. GENERAL DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Through this paper, a graph is a pair ( V, E), where V is a finite set, and 
E is a set of unordered pairs of the elements of V. The elements of V and 
E are called vertices and edges, respectively. We say that a vertex a is 
joined to a vertex /I if the unordered pair of a and /I is an edge. 
For a subset A of I’, the subgraph A is a pair (A, EA), where E, is the 
set of all unordered pairs of elements of A which are elements of E. We 
denote “subgraph A” simply by “A.” The graph (a; fll, . . . . lo,> is called the 
claw of order n, when a is joined to pi, and pi is not joined to /?j for i and 
j; i, j = 1, . . . . n. 
The graph r( I’, E) is null if E is empty and is complete if E is the set 
of all unordered pairs of the elements of V. 
For a vertex a, we denolte by d(a) the set of vertices joined to a, by C(a) 
the set of vertices whose distances from a are 2, and by a’- the sum of d(a) 
and a. 
r is regular if the number of the vertices of d(a) is constant for any 
vertex a, and is edge regular if the number of the vertices of n(cr ) n d(B) for 
any edge (a, /?) is constant. 
For the regular graph r which is neither complete nor null, r is strongly 
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regular when for any two distinct vertices 01 and /!I, the number of the 
vertices of d(a) n A(/?) depends only on whether or not a is joined to /I. 
For a strongly regular graph r= ( V, E), we put 
I44l =k IA(a) n A(P)I = 1 for PEA(~) 
I44 ~4P)I = P for /3$a1, 
and we call k, A, and ,U parameters of K 
The notation SRG(k, A, p) is defined as the strongly regular graphs with 
parameters k, 1, and ,u. 
For the proof of the theorem, we shall list some lemmata. 
LEMMA 1. rf SRG(k, A, ,u) is realizable; 0 -C p -C k, then we have 
(i) k=2p, R=p-1, or 
(ii) (il-p)2+4(k-p)=s2 f or some integer s, and the expression 
m=(k/2ps){(k- l+p--A)(s+~---A.)-2p} is apositive integer. 
LEMMA 2. Let F = ( V, E) be a regular graph and not null. For the subset 
D of V, if the subgraph D is null, then I DI < 4 I V/1. 
LEMMA 3. Let F be a connected graph such that for any two vertices E, [ 
at distance 2 the induced subgraph A (E) n A(c) is regular and edge regular 
with v vertices, valency k, and A triangle on each edge; v - 1 > k > 2 + 1 (with 
v, k, I. independent of E, 0. Then F is regular and edge regular. 
Proof. For two vertices o! and /3 joined to each other, choose a vertex 
Y of 44\P’. a is contained in A(p) n A(y). Therefore the number of the 
vertices of A(p) n A(y), which are not joined to a, is equal to v-k - 1. 
Thus the number of the edges, which join a vertex of A(cc)\/?’ and a vertex 
of A(D)\& is equal to (v - k - 1) I A(a)\ /3’I. Similarly for a vertex q of 
A(P)\h the number of the vertices of A(a) n A(n), which are not joined 
to /?, is equal to v -k - 1. Thus we have 
(v-k- 1) IA(x)\/?~I = (v-k- 1) IA(/I)\a’l. 
so 
IA(a)l = IW9\P’I + I44 n 4/W+ 1 
= MP)\a’l + I44 n 4P)I + 1= I4P)I. 
Since, r is connected, for any vertex a of V, I A(a)/ is constant. 
Next, we shall show that the subgraph A(a) is regular. Let a1 and d2 be 
vertices of A(a) which are joined to each other, and choose a vertex q of 
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44 n 4h)\~,‘. a and S, are contained in d(q) n d(6,). Therefore the 
number of the vertices of d(q) n d(6,), which are joined to a, and not 
joined to 6,) is equal to k - A - 1. So the number of the edges, which join 
a vertex of d(cr)n4(6,)\6,’ and a vertex of d(a)nd(6,)\6:, is equal to 
(k - il- 1)1 d(cr) n 4(6,)\6$1. As before, we have 
Since d(a) is connected, Id(a) n A(p)/ is constant for any vertex p of d(a). 
LEMMA 4. Let F= (V, E) be a graph satisfying the following conditions; 
(i) there exist three vertices, no two of which are joined 
(ii) r has no 3-claws. 
(iii) for any two not joined vertices PI and p2, A(Pl)n A(&) is 
isomorphic to the sum of Kt and K,; t is a constant and positive number. 
Then we can choose the subsets C1, . . . . C, and D, , . . . . D, of V where 
V= C, u , . . . . u C, = D1 u, . . . . u D,; disjoint sum. 
ICiI = Ic,L l&l = Ik-zl~ 
IC,nD,I = t for 1 <i, j<s,andI <k,m<r. 
a and /3 are joined to 
contains both a and /I. 
each other tf and only tf there exists Ci or Dj which 
Proof From [7], r is isomorphic to t-multiple of the lattice graph 
L,(m x n); m, n 2 3. 
LEMMA 5. Let F be a regular and edge-regular graph with diameter 2 
and with no 3-claws. Then F is one of the following 
(a) SRG(2t, 2t - 2, 2t); t > 1, that is, K2 1 . . . 3 2. 
(b) the complement of SRG(k, 0, p); 0 < p < k. 
(c) the lattice graph L2 (t); t 3 3. 
(d) the triangle graph T(m); m > 5. 
(e) SRG(16, 10, 8). 
(f) the pentagon graph P(t); t 2 2. 
(two vertices are joined to each other if and only if they are both contained 
in a common line; see Figs. 1 and 2). 
Proof If r has three vertices not joined to each other, r is one of the 
graphs of (c), (d), (e), and (f) from [3]. Assume that r has no three ver- 
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P(2) P(3) 
FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2 
tices which are not joined to each other. Since E(a) is complete, for any 
vertex y of Z(a), Id(a)nd(y)l is constant. Thus r is strongly regular. 
When IZ(cr)l = 1, r is isomorphic to K*,..., *. When Z(a) > 1, r is 
isomorphic to the complement of SRG(k, 0, ,u); 0 < p < k. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
r is regular and edge regular from Lemma 3. For vertex a, d(a) does not 
contain 3-claws by condition (i) of the theorem. In particular G also has no 
3-claws. Therefore G is one of the graphs of Lemma 5. 
Case I. When G is SRG(2t, 2t - 2,2t); t > 1. 
When t = 1, from [S], r is the Johnson graph [E]; 2 d k < n/2, or a 
quotient of the Johnson graph [ ‘,“I; k >, 5. 
Assume t > 1. We choose two not joined vertices b1 and p2 of d(a) and 
put y = d(fi,) n A(/?*) n Z(cr). Then d(p,) n d(fi2) n d(a) is SRG(2t - 2, 
2t - 4, 2t - 2). Therefore the diameter of the subgraph d(a) is equal to 2, 
and d(a) is strongly regular from Lemma 3. Thus we have that d(a) is one 
of the graphs of Lemma 5. 
When t = 2, that is, G is the octahedral graph, since d(/3,) n d(p2) n d(a) 
is 4-cycle, and d(a) does not contain 3-claws, d(a) is the triangle graph 
T(m); m > 4 from Lemma 5. 
We have a quotient of the bipartite half graph of the Hamming scheme 
H(n, 2); n 3 4 as an example of a graph satisfying the hypotheses, but not 
isomorphic to any graph in the conclusion of the theorem. 
Hereafter we fix four vertices a, PI, f12, and y as above, and assume t > 2. 
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(a) When d(a) is SRG(2k, 2k - 2,2k). 
d(~,)nd(fl,)nd(a) is SRG(2k-2, 2k-4, 2k-2) from the fact that 
d(a) is SRG(2k, 2k- 2,2k). On the other hand A(&) n A&) n d(a) is 
SRG(2t- 2, 2t - 4, 2t - 2) from the fact that G is SRG(2t, 2t - 2,2t). 
Therefore k = t, and r is SRG(2t + 2, 2t, 2t + 2). 
(b) When d(a) is the complement of SRG(k, 0, ,D); 0 < p -C k. 
Let 6 be a vertex of d(/Il)nd(/?2) n d(a). Then 6 is not joined to only 
one vertex of A@,) n d(p2) n d(a), that is, 
On the other hand, from the structure of d(a), we have 
for i= 1, 2 
and 
Therefore we conclude that k = 2~ + 1. From Lemma 1, we obtain that 
,H = 1,2,4, or 10, and can verify that the graph does not exist when ,U = 4 
and ,U = 10 (see [ 1, p. 1061). Thus d(a) is the complement of SRG( 3,0, 1) 
or the complement of SRG(5, 0,2). 
When d(a) is the complement of SRG(3,0, l), that is, T*(5), A(U) n d(y) 
is SRG(4, 2,4). So Id(a) n d(y) n A( = 4; i= 1, 2. Therefore since 
Id(y) n LI(/~~)I = 6, Id(y) n d(pi) n L’(a)1 = 2; i= 1,2. Since Z(a) n d(p,) n 
A&) n d(y) = @, we obtain 
On the other hand, 
10 = P(y)1 2 Id(y) n d(a)/ + Id(y) n Z(a)1 3 6 + 4 = 10. 
Therefore the equality holds, that is, d(y) E d(a) u Z(a). Thus we conclude 
that the diameter of r is equal to 2, and r is SRG(lO, 6, 6), that is, the 
complement of SRG(5, 0,2). SRG( 10, 6, 6) uniquely exists and satisfies the 
conditions of the theorem. 
When d(a) is the complement of SRG(S,O, 2), d(a)nd(y) is 
SRG(6,4,6) because d(a) is SRG( 10,6,6). By the same ways as before we 
obtain that the diameter of r is 2. Thus p is SRG( 16, 10,8), that is, the 
complement of SRG( 10, I, 5). SRG( 16, 10, 8) uniquely exists and satisfies 
the conditions of the theorem. 
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(c) When d(a) is L*(t); t > 3. 
Since Jd(pl)n~(~z) n d(a)1 = 2 for this case, G is SRG(2,0,2). There- 
fore this is contrary to the hypothesis that t > 1. 
(d) When d(a) is T(m); m 2 5. 
Since ld(fli) nd(/12) n d(a)/ =4 for this case, G is SRG(4, 2,4). There- 
fore this is contrary to the hypothesis that t > 2. 
(e) When d(a) is SRG(16, 10, 8). 
Since Id(fli) n A@*) n d(a)\ = 8, G is SRG(8,6,8). So Id(a) n d(y)1 = 
10. Also IL’(a) n d(B)/ =27 - 16- 1 = 10. Therefore counting in two ways 
the number of edges which join vertices of d(cc) and vertices of Z(a), we 
have 
Id(a)1 = [C(a)1 = 27. 
Since G is SRG(8,6,8), Id(a) nA(y)nd(P1)l = 8. So we have 
I%4 n 44 n 4PJ = 8. 
Similarly 
I-w n 4Y) n NM = 8. 
Therefore 
MY) n Wdl> MY) n 4BA n .WOl + 149 n 48d n Wdl = 16. 
On the other hand, since Id(y)1 =27 and IA(y) = 10, we obtain 
(d(y) n E(a)1 = 16 or 17. 
If d(r) = 2, then (C(a) n d (y )I = 17 for any vertex y of C( 01). Therefore the 
number of edges of Z(a) is equal to 17 x 27 -+ 2. This is impossible. 
Assume d(T) > 3. Choose vertex a’ where d(a, a’) = 3, d(a, y ) = 2, and 
d(y, a’) = 1. Since d(a) n d(y) n A(#‘) = 0 and Id(y) n d(d)\ = 16, a’ is 
joined to all vertices of d(y) n E(a). For vertex 6 of L’(a) n C(y), since 
/Z:(a) n d(6)) t 16, and IE(a)l = 27, we have Z(a) n d(y) n d(6) # 0. 
Choose vertex q of L’(a) n d(y) n d (6). Then since CI’ is joined to q, a’ is 
joined to all vertices of d(q) n E(a), that is, a’ is joined to 6. Thus cc’ is 
joined to all vertices of Z(CY), that is, d(a’) = C(a). Thus we obtain 
v= (a> u d(a) u d(d) u (a’>. 
For vertex fl of d(a) there exists uniquely p’ of d(a’) where d(P, fl’) = 3. 
This mapping is the isomorphic map from d(a) to d(lx’). Furthermore, for 
vertex p of d(a) and vertex q’ of d(a’), fl is joined to q’ if and only if /I is 
not joined to q. This graph satisfies the conditions of the theorem. 
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Case II. When G is the complement of SRG(k, 0, p); 0 < p< k. 
(a) Let 6 be a vertex of d(fl,) n d(p2) n d(a) nZ(y). Then we have 
k(k- 1) 
I44 n 4~) n NV1 t -- 
P 
(k-I)-(k-p)+2p+2. 
Particularly, when k 2 3p, 
2 144 n 414 n 4Vl2 I44 n 44 + 2. 
ProoJ: Since a, y, and 6 are contained in d(p,) n d(p2), and G is the 
complement of SRG(k, 0, II), we have 
(k- l)- (k-p). 
Choose a vertex q of .4(p,) n d(p2) n d(a) n d(y) nC(5). Then we have 
that d(a) n d(y) n Z(p,) n Z(y) is contained in d(6). For, if some vertex 5 
of 44 n 44 n WI) n WI) is not joined to 6, then q, 5, and 6 are not 
joined to each other, and d(q) n d( 5) n d(6) contains a and p2. This is 
contrary to condition (i) of the theorem. Similarly, we have that 
44~49-wwm?) is contained in d(6). Thus we obtain 
I44~4~)~~(~)1~ Id(a)nd(y)nd(B,)nd(P,)nd(6)1 
+ I&) n 49 n w, 1 n wdl 
+ I44 n 44 n Wd f-l aul)l+ I {a, 9 Pz)l 
=s-(k-I)-(k-p)+2p+2. 
P 
For the latter half we can prove it by an easy computation. 
(b) Let 6 be a vertex of d(a) nC(y). Then d(a) n d(y) n d(6) is not 
complete if d(a) n d(y) n d(6) is not empty, and k 2 3.5~. 
Prooj Assume that d(a)nd(y)nA(6) is complete, and let p be a 
vertex of d(a)nd(y)nd(d). Since d(a) does not contain 3-claws, 
d(a) n d(y) n d(p) n E(6) is complete. Therefore 
I44 n 49 f-7 4B) n WVI d $W n d(y) f-7 &P)I 
from Lemma 2. Choose a vertex E of d(a) n d (y ) n d (/3) n C( 6) and a 
vertex < of d(a)n d(y)nZ(/?)nC(~). Then 6, E, and 5 are not joined to 
each other, and we have 
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- I-44 n 44 n 4B) n W)\(E)I 
2 y - (k-p)- (k-2). 
If k > 3.5~, this number is positive. We choose a vertex c of d(a) n d(y) n 
d(E)n d(t)nd(6). Then 5,6, E, and 5 are contained in d(a), and 
(c; 6, E, 5 } is a 3-claw. This is a contradiction. 
(c) Let 6 be a vertex of d(a) nC(y), and assume that d(or) rid(y) n 
d(6) # @, and k > 3.5~. Then we have 
2 I&) n 44 n 4U 2 144 n d(y)1 + 2. 
Proof: From (b), d(a) n d(y) n d(6) is not complete. Therefore (c) 
follows from (a). 
(d) Assume k 2 3.5~. Let 6 1 and J2 be two vertices of d(cr) n Z(y), where 
d(a) n d(y) n d(~?~) # a; i= 1,2. Then d1 and d2 are joined to each other. 
Proof: Assume that 6, and a2 an-e not joined to each other. From (c) 
we have 
2 I&4 n 419 n 4&)l 2 I44 n 414 + 2 i= 1, 2. 
Therefore 
Let ql and q2 be two vertices of d(a) nd(y)nd(b,)nd(6,). y, dl, and 
a2 are not joined to each other, and A(y) d(6,) contains q1 and 
b2. Therefore q1 is not joined to q2 from condition (i) of the theorem. On 
the other hand, y, 6,) and 6, are contained in d(q,)nd(q,). This is 
contrary to G not having three vertices, no two of which are joined. 
(e) If k > 3.5~, r does not contain 3-claws and is strongly regular. 
ProoJ: Let p1 and p2 be two not joined vertices of d(a), and /? be a 
vertex of d(a) n d(fl,) n d(p2). Then each vertex of d(a) n A(/3)\{p1, p2} is 
joined to /?I or p2 from the fact that d(a) does not have 3-claws. Further- 
more each vertex of d(p) n E(cr) is joined to pi or p2 from (d). Thus each 
vertex of d(p)\ (fll, p2 1 is joined to p1 or p2. Therefore for any vertex 
ct, d(a) does not have three vertices which are not joined to each other, 
because r is edge regular, and G is regular. If d(T) 3 3, then I Gl < 2 from 
[3]. This is impossible. Thus we obtain that r is strongly regular. 
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(f) If k 2 3.5~, then r is the complement of SRG( p, 0, d), and for any 
three vertices, which are not joined to each other, the number of the 
vertices joined to all of them is constant. 
Proof: r is the complement of SRG( p, 0, d) from (e), Lemma 5, and G 
is the complement of SRG(k, 0, p). Let CI and y be not joined to each other, 
and 6, and a2 be two joined vertices of d(a)n d(y). Then Id(a) nA(y) n 
d(6,) n A( is a constant number since G is edge regular. Now we have 
IA(a)nA(y)nA(s,)nA(s,)I 
=/A ‘WI - I44 n %)I - I44 n JW)l 
- Ma) n WMI + I44 n %J) n Wdl 
I44 n .W) n .Wdl + I&) n WI 1 n WU 
- Id(a)n~;(y)nC(6,)nC(6*)1. 
Furthermore 
Therefore the sum of /Z(a) n X(6,) n C(S,)l and /Z(y) n C(6,) n L+(S,)l is 
constant. Next we shall consider the complement of r, that is, the 
SRG(p, 0, d) containing SRG(k, 0, ,u). 
Let a, y, and 6 be three vertices of SRG( p, 0, d) which are not joined to 
each other. We choose th vertex /3 which is joined to a and not joined to 
y and 6. C(a) n .Z(/?) is SRG(k, 0, p). Now we shall show that there exists 
the pentagon (P,, p2, &, &, /&}, where /?i =y, and a, /?, and 6 are not 
joined to pi; i= 1, . . . . 5. Since y is the vertex of C(U) n E( /3) n C(S), and 
k - p > 2.5,~, we can choose two vertices Q2 and ps of Z(a) n .L'(j?) n L'(6) 
which are joined to y. Then we have 
Thus we can choose the vertex p3 of Z(a) nL+(P) nC(6) n A(P2)nL'(P,) 
such that Z(a) nZ(fl) nC(6) n A(p3) n A@,) is not empty. Choose the 
vertex P4 of WG n W3) n WV n A&) n AU&); then (PI = Y, P2, A, 
f14, P,> is the pentagon, where pi is not joined to a, p, and 6; i = 1, . . . . 5. 
From the information mentioned above, the sum of I A(fii) n A(a) n A(6)\ 
and I4Pi+1)~4e-MY)l is constant. Therefore we have 
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(g) If k >, 3.5~~ r is the complement of a SRG( (A + 1 )(A’ + 5il+ 5), 0, 
(A+ l)(A+2)); Aa 1. 
Proof. We can prove (g) from (f) and [2]. 
(h) SRG(k, 0, cl) with k < 3.5~ is relizable if and only if k = 2, p = 1, 
k=3, ,u= 1; or k=5, p=2. 
ProoJ: Except for the case of k = 2 and p = 1, from the conditions of 




Since k < 3.5,~, we obtain that i= 1 or 2. When i = 1, p = 1,2,4, and 10 
from the conditions of parameters. SRG(3,0, 1) and SRG(5, 0,2) are both 
realizable, but SRG(9,0,4) and SRG(21,0, 10) are not both realizable 
from [ 1, p. 106 3. When i = 2, we obtain that p = 1,2,4, and 6 from the 
conditions of parameters. All of these cases collapse from the fact that 
k < 3.5~. 
(i) r is not realizable when G is the complement of SRG(2,0, 1). 
Proof: First we note that the complement of SRG(2,0, 1) is 
SRW, 0, 1). We put (A, P2, 83, P4, P,} =44n4y), where pi and Pi+l 
are joined to each other for i = 1,2, 3,4, and fls is joined to fil. Since 
A(/?,) n d(p3) contains a, y, and b2, we may choose the vertex /? of 
d(fl,) n A(/?,) which is joined to a and not joined to y. Then fl is not joined 
to p2. Furthermore /? is joined to both p4 and /Is from the fact that d(a) 
has no 3-claws. Therefore a, p, and ps are contained in d (pi) n d (p4), and 
are joined to each other. This is contrary to the fact that G is SRG(2,0, 1). 
(j) r is not realizable when G is the complement of SRG(3,0, 1). 
Proof. The complement of SRG(3,0, 1) is isomorphic to T(5). So we 
shall prove (j) in Case IV later on. 
(k) r is not realizable when G is the complement of SRG(5, 0, 2). 
Proof. Let p1 and p2 be two not joined vertices of d(a). Then 
w9 n WA n@2) is isomorphic to T(5). Since T(5) is regular and edge 
regular, 4( cc) is strongly regular from Lemma 3. Since d(a) has no 3-claws, 
it is one of graphs of Lemma 5, and we obtain that d(a) is the complement 
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of a SRG(k, 0, p). Since d(a)nd(/?,)nd(/?,) is the complement of 
SRG(3,0, l), for vertex 21 of d(a)nd(&)nd(/3,) we have 
k= I&)nWdl= I&)nWMW1)I + 144nWMW1)I 
+ Id(a)nc(ll)nd(P,)nd(P*)I =%+3- 
From the conditions of parameters of SRG(2p + 3,0, II), for some integer 
s we have 
But s is not an integer fro any positive integer p. Thus we can conclude 
that r is not realizable. 
Case III. When G is L,(t); t 2 3. 
For this case, we can characterize r from [4, 5, 61. 
Case IV. When G is T(m); m b 5, r is not realizable. 
ProoJ: Let ql and q2 be two not joined vertices of d(a) n d(y). Since a 
and y are contained in d(ql)n d(q2), and G is T(m), we may choose the 
vertex p of d(q,) nd(q,) which is joined to a, and not joined to y. Then 
we may assume that /? is joined to 6, and &, and not joined to 6, and 6, 
(see Figs. 3 and 4). Now we shall show that p is joined to e. If /? is not 
joined to E, then E, ad, and p are not joined to each other, and a and q2 
are joined to all of them. This is contrary to condition (i) of the theorem. 
Take ql and E in place of q 1 and y2. Then we have that J? is not joined to 
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l as before. Therefore 6,, [, and /I are not joined to each other, and a and 
ql are joined to all of them. Thus this is contrary to condition (i) of the 
theorem. 
Case V. When G is SRG( 16, 10, S), r is not realizable. 
Proof. Let fll and p2 be two not joined vertices of d(a). Then A(fll)n 
d(p2) n d(a) is the complement of SRG( 5,0,2). Therefore A (a) is strongly 
regular from Lemma 3. Since d(a) has no 3-claws, it is one of the graphs 
of Lemma 5, and we obtain that A (a) is the complement of a SRG(k, 0, ,u), 
because A&) n A(/&) n A( ) a is the complement of SRG(5, 0,2). On the 
other hand, G has a set of three vertices, no two of which are joined to 
each other. This is a contradiction. 
Case VI. When G is the pentagon graph P(t); t 2 2, r is not realizable. 
Proof Let fll and p2 be two not joined vertices of d(a). Then d(Pl)n 
d(p2) n d(a) is isomorphic to the sum of KZt _ 1 and Kzt _ 1, where KZ1 _ 1 is 
the complete graph of order 2t - 1. d(a) has three vertices, no two of which 
are joined. Furthermore d(a) has no 3-claws. Thus d(a) satisfies the condi- 
tions of Lemma 4. We can choose the same C, and Dk as those in 
Lemma 4. Then for two vertices 6 and q of Ci n D,, we have 6l n qL = 
Ci u D, u (a] by the edge regularity of r. Therefore for any vertex y of 
L’(a), we have 
ld(a)nd(y)nCinDD,( fl. 
Thus it is impossible that d(a) n d(y) is isomorphic to P(t). 
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